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Tips to Develop an Expensive Outfit 

 



Fashion is actively discussed in present times. People are paying 

attention to how they dress up. The way one dresses is now seen as a 

way to represent one's personality and is increasingly been related to 

individuality. However, it should be noted that you do not need to 

always own branded and expensive clothing pieces to look high-end. 

You can also pick some budget pieces from the best online shopping 

sites in India and style them in a way that looks trendy. The blog aims 

to highlight some key points to help you style your outfits in a way that 

they look more put together and expensive. So read along and walk in 

fashion.  
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TIPS TO DEVELOP AN EXPENSIVE OUTFIT 
 

• Invest in Quality 

The first and foremost tip to obtain that edge look is to look for a fabric 

material that is good quality. It is always advisable to own a few quality 

pieces over a bulk of seedy clothes that tend to fade and radiate a 

shabby appearance after a few washes. The good quality fabric is more 

durable and remains in shape for longer. Also, they might seem 

expensive initially, but potentially save money in the long run. Also, 

this results in less textile waste ending up in landfills, contributing 

towards sustainability over fast fashion.  

• Wear Tailored Pieces 

Even an expensive outfit can end up looking gaudy if it does not fit you 

well. So make sure that you get the clothes tailored to your size to 

achieve that classy look. As asserted by the fashion gurus, ‘A good fit 

is worth more than a brand name.’ So, always make sure your clothes 

are perfectly tailored to your shape.   

• Pay Attention to Silhouettes 

Next on the list comes pairing pieces to achieve a sharp and bold 

silhouette. For instance, a puff-sleeved blouse pairs well with sleek 

pants, creating an interesting and dynamic silhouette. Another option 

could be a big sleeve with fitted pants or a pair of slouchy pants with 

a fitted top. So take care of scales when visiting affordable online 

shopping sites in India. 

• Choose the Right Footwear 

The least taken care of fashion essentials are the footwear. A pair of 

footwear can make or break the overall outfit. Also, when shopping 

for a pair of shoes be mindful of comfort along with style, or else you 
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will end up with blistered, sore, potentially wet feet. When styling 

them, you can choose to follow the sandwich style, used by celebrities 

to look more fashionable. This follows pairing the color of shoes with 

the top half of the outfit. You can go for a contrasting colour of bottom 

wear. So, choose your ideal footwear from the best women’s sandals 

online shopping sites.  

• Accessorize 

It is not given as much preference by several people, however, 

accessorizing an outfit can potentially add to the overall look. Thus, it 

is recommended to own some quality jewelry pieces, watches, 

sunglasses, hats, and more to achieve that edgy look. A statement 

handbag or a waist belt might also be used to add that extra charm to 

your basic outfit.   

 

BUY FASHION ONLINE NOW 
 

So, now that you know the basics of achieving that expensive look visit 

an online shopping site in India and develop a custom style that 

defines your personality. If you are looking for some affordable 

options Mavshack Live Shopping got your back. It is one of the best 

websites for affordable men's clothing, women's fashion, and kids 

essentials. It is one of the best men’s designer clothes websites that 

offers durable products at attractive discounts. So, do not wait and 

visit Mavshack live shopping now. 
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